As an application of the theory of triads of ruled surfaces f in projective differential geometry, we shall consider here a system defined as follows. Let l yz be any line element of a general ruled surface R yZf the points P y , P z being the flecnodes of l yg . The defining system of differential equations for R yz will have the form y" + puz' + quy + quz = 0,
As an application of the theory of triads of ruled surfaces f in projective differential geometry, we shall consider here a system defined as follows. Let l yz be any line element of a general ruled surface R yZf the points P y , P z being the flecnodes of l yg . The defining system of differential equations for R yz will have the form y" + puz' + quy + quz = 0, z" + p2iy' + q<ny + Q22Z = 0, where differentiation is with respect to a parameter x and where pi2=2qi2, p2i=2q2i.
The planes osculating the flecnode curve C of R yz at P y , P» intersect in a line Z^, the points P$, P<t> of which are those in which 1+$ is cut by the tangents to C at the respective points P z , P y . The expressions for x//, 4> are (2) ï = p\2z' + quz, 4> = p2\y' + q2\y.
The polar reciprocal of l^ with respect to the linear complex which osculates R yz along l yz is the line l v e, the points P V} Pe of which are given by the expressions (3) rj = ^122' + pup2iy + quz, 6 = p2iy' + q2\y + pitpiiz.
The points P y , Pf, P n are collinear, as are also the points P Zf P^, P$. A set of three lines l yz , Z^, l v o, as thus defined, corresponds to each value of the parameter x and determines in this way three ruled surfaces R yz , R^, R v e. From (1), (2) and (3) we obtain the defining system of differential equations for this triad of ruled surfaces.% It is * Presented to the Society, June 13,1931. t A. F. Carpenter, Triads of ruled surfaces, Transactions of this Society, vol. 29 (1927), pp. 254-275 . Hereafter denoted by the symbol T.
% T, p. 256. The three lines l yz , fa, l n e determine a quadric Q. On each of these lines there will be two points such that tangents at these points to the respective surfaces R yz , R^, Rtf will t> e lines of that regulus of Q whose lines intersect l yz , fa, l^. These points are found by factoring the respective quadratic covariantsf
In this connection we remark that the first of these covariants determines the complex points of l yz .% On each of the lines l yz , fa, l n e lie two points at which intersector tangents § to the surfaces R yz , R^, R n Q will also be tangents to the respective surfaces R^, R n e, R yz . These points are given by the respective covariantsf
If the invariant p 2 ia-# 12 j8^0, then from the first expression in (7) it follows that the intersector tangents to R yz at theflecnodes of Let u=y+\z be the expression for the general point on l yz and let us choose for system of reference the tetrahedron P y P z P p P a , where the unit point is so chosen that all coordinates of the four vertices are zero except yi = z 2 -pz =tf"4 = 1, and where
Then with the help of equations (4) and (8) the equation of the tangent plane to R yz at P u is found to be
This plane cuts l^ in the point P v , where
The equation of the tangent plane to R^ at P v is, similarly, In a previous paper by the author* it was proved that the osculating planes of the flecnode curve, the complex curve and the harmonic curve of R yz at the points in which these curves cut any line element l yZl will form an axial pencil if, and only if, p2ict -pvS = 0. In view of what precedes we may state the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. If the planes osculating the flecnode curve, the complex curve, and the harmonic curve of a general ruled surface R at the points of intersection of these curves with each line element of Rform an axial pencil, then R and the ruled surface S generated by the axis of this pencil of planes are the focal surfaces of the congruence of intersector tangents of R {or S) with respect to S(or R).
If the invariant p^O, then from (6) and (7) it results that the two points of fa at which lines of Q are tangent to R^ are also the points at which intersector tangents of R^ are tangent to R v e. If £==0, then the intersector tangents to -R^ at all points of l^ are * A. F. Carpenter, A theorem on ruled surfaces, this Bulletin, vol. 34 (1928), pp. 479-481. tangent to 2?^. This can be verified as above. But if p^O, then R yz is identically self-dual.* We can sum up these results in the following statement.
THEOREM 2. Let the planes osculating the flecnode curve of a general ruled surface R at the two points of intersection of this curve with a line element I of R intersect in s, and let t be the polar reciprocal of s with respect to the linear complex osculating R along I. Then if R is identically self-dual, the two ruled surfaces S and T generated by s and t will be the focal surfaces of the congruence of inter sector tangents of S {or T) with respect to T (or S).
If both p2ia -pi2^ = 0 and p = 0, then the third covariant of (7) vanishes identically. Under these conditions, R yz is a quadric. t
Two of the intersector tangents of R yz at points of l yz must be asymptotic tangents of R yz . We find these points as follows. In order that the curve C u generated by P u be an asymptotic curve of R yz , X must satisfy the differential equation (10) 2X' + p2i\ 2 -pu = 0.
By the use of (4) and (10), we find
Now the asymptotic tangent at P u will cut l^ if u'+pu is linear in yp and <£. It follows that u-r 2 \ = 0, ^2iX 2 -2juX + 2r 12 \ -p u = 0, and therefore
The values of X from (12) 
99
The two points in which these asymptotic tangents cut l^ are given by 7ri 2 Xi^+7r2i0, 71-12X2^+^21$, where Xi, X2 are the roots of (12) (13), (14), (15), (16) 
